The Wonder Wand, high performance, specialty wand, outperforms any other wand. It is that simple. The patented air induction Wonder Wand atomizes high velocity solution to “scrub” each individual fiber and simultaneously recover the solution to prevent over wetting. The easy-to-use Wonder Wand glides effortlessly across all types of carpet, dramatically reducing operator fatigue and stress injuries. With a Wonder Wand, you work faster and with significantly less effort. You easily get more work done in less time without the aching back and shoulders at the end of the day! The patented design provides complete solution control for maximum recovery.
How does it work?
The Wonder Wand’s patented technology never lets the solution come to rest on the carpet. This “solution control” process allows more solution to be pushed through the carpet fibers without soaking the backing and pad. Solution is recovered instantaneously.

1. Air induction head atomizes high velocity solution.
2. Hyper-charged droplets penetrate and scrub each individual fiber.
3. Solution is kept under constant vacuum control as it is pushed through the carpet and instantly recovered.
4. 30% more solution is recovered.

How does the carpet dry faster?
It is very simple – more solution is recovered and the patented “solution control” system prevents the carpet backing and pad from getting wet. The high-powered solution is under constant vacuum as it is pulled instantly from the carpet. As a result, carpets dry much faster! The Wonder Wand recovers as much as 30% more solution than conventional wands.

Up to 30% more solution is recovered!

The unique removable roller system allows you to roll the wand forward. No need to lift the wand! The rollers may be removed to be used in a standard fashion.

Final filter and 3 quick release spray jets reduce clogging and provide for easy maintenance.

Extra heavy-duty 1000 p.s.i. valve with die cast metal trigger, will stand up to the punishment of daily use and high pressure.